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In public affairs activities, it is considered to be important to approach 

from both sides of “Policy making” and “Public opinion building.”

Policy making Public opinion building
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Social value

Evidence Engagement

Public opinion building

Policy making
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(Build 
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It is necessary to devise a story that persuades 

and convinces people about deregulation and new bills 

from the perspective of public and social value when 

viewed as a social issue, rather than a benefit for the 

company.

●Understand the situation with a long to medium 

term perspective
●Create a story

●Develop key phrases

STEP １

Preparing and building 

evidence that will form the grounds and 

proof for our recommendations and story 

enables us to produce proposals that are 

credible and persuasive in building public 

opinion and policy.

●Evidence data

●Case studies

●Voice data

Build relationships of trust with 

influencers and rule makers and 

provide them with evidence to

encourage them to 

understand the current situation.

●Build trust with policy 

makers
●Provide evidence to 

concerned parties
●Hold dialogue with third-

party partnerships and 

stakeholders

STEP 2

STEP 3
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Media interviews Message development for the media Social listening

Members of the National Diet interviews Creating stakeholder mappingIdentifying and making a list of influencers

Surveys conducted through face-to-face interviews

concerning insight from media personnel, which cannot

be ascertained just from open information in the news,

etc. Learning about the opinions and views of reporters

and media personnel, which are not expressed in news

articles, enables us to understand in detail the issues

related to individual cases and the key points that the

reporter wanted to highlight in their story.

Developing messages for the media. We will create

key messages while investigating the direction of

messages used to arouse public opinion and the

connection with social value based on

understanding of the current tone of opinions,

interview results, and other factors.

The utilization rate of social media is growing

rapidly among young people, and is said to have

reached approximately 75 million people in 2018.

By analyzing word of mouth, social media can be

used as verification material for more appropriate

key words for consumers and messages concerning

social issues.

Talking directly to law makers who make decision on policy

enables us to understand the policies they are currently

focusing on.

It is necessary to set social values based on social issues

and regional characteristics that these law makers deal with

in their own electoral district.

With regards to specific social issues, when considering

exactly who are the stakeholders that occupy important

positions, it is important to first identify these people.

After this step, creating a list will form the basic data to

create a map of these stakeholders.

Bidding for the Olympics involves both domestic and 

international PR activities. However, support from 

stakeholders is required above all within Japan. While a 

newspaper survey showed that under half of the survey 

respondents were in support of holding the Olympics, 

information was transmitted that included the silent majority 

(the masses) to gain the backing of public opinion.
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STEP 2

Joint research with academic institutions Support for creating petitionsMinistries and policy maker interviews

When lobbying the government and local 

governments to adopt a policy, the key to 

achieving this goal is to have an estimate of the 

economic impact based on objective facts and 

logic in a way that convincingly

communicates the effect of the 

policy.

We work together with 3rd party 

academics and consulting firms 

to conduct simulations on the 

effect of policy when it is 

actually adopted. We also build 

evidence used to promote the 

benefits of adopting policy in a way that 

convinces people.

We set themes for each ministry, and hold study

groups, subcommittees and working groups.

Understanding such factors as the theme setting criteria

to hold these meetings and the selection process

enables us to know the current situation for the themes

that we are closely monitoring as a company.

It is necessary to prepare the appropriate 

documents to conduct engagement at STEP 3.

Creating petitions to show the validity of social issues 

that need to be covered after obtaining these social 

issues from such as the various types of surveys and 

expert interviews is necessary depending on their 

position.

General consumer survey

Quantitatively and qualitatively visualizes

awareness for the case by general

consumers, who are ultimately affected by

the creation of rules.

We provide media with reporting material

after identifying whether general

consumers agree or disagree, and what

concerns they have about the potential

impact.

Expert interviews

It is important to understand from a

professional perspective how to interpret

general consumer awareness and what

rules (policy, regulations and guidelines,

etc.) are required when looking at such

awareness from the viewpoint of an

expert.

This is said to be important to validate

social value.

Content development

“Evidence” in line with social value

based on information obtained

through each survey such as general

consumer and expert interviews is

used to create content.

Video and similar cases that

communicate consumer opinions, as

well as quantitative data that shows

the importance of social issues, are

used as engagement tools.

Press kits

The direct approach to legislation

and administration is to create a

“Press kit” by preparing and

organizing facts that have been

objectively analyzed and arranged

concerning the necessity to create

a rule and its impact.
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STEP 3

Media approach (PR events) TV program production PR events, etc.

Approaching members of the National Diet Supporting subcommittee and study group participationApproaching ministries and government officials

When communicating the necessity of a policy to

consumers, it is necessary for the press to first of

all recognize and understand about the policy.

Depending on the content, we may call economics

reporters, local news reporters and trade journal

reporters to attend briefings, or go to visit them and

hold individual meetings.

For program creation, available methods are the

production of programs focusing on social issues,

quantitative evidence and consumer opinions.

Connecting with the audience visually enables us to

achieve an approach that links up more with social

media.

A PR event is not the goal in itself, it is a

method of approach in formulating public

opinion to raise interest and awareness

through the spread of information.

When communicating the necessity of a policy, we will

conduct meetings and document explanations that

target several members of the National Diet and similar

such personnel.

This approach is said to be difficult without building the

proper social value and the evidence to back it up.

Addressing the necessity of a proposed policy after

gathering opinions from policy makers through the

direct exchange of views is necessary. We will create

opportunities to interview policy makers from among

members of the National Diet, and provide support for

activities that communicate the necessity of a policy.

We may provide documents concerning social issues 

and lobby to participate in subcommittees and study 

groups held by the Diet and the ministries.

We will provide support to lobby for subcommittee 

members to be elected.
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